Meet our Olympians!

These great teams will represent our community at the Michigan State-level competition on May 2, 2015.

To qualify, these teams distinguished themselves as top-performers in our recent Region 7 tournament. Each team competed in 23 separate science events which covered a wide range of disciplines, from chemistry to physics to anatomy, to literacy and robotics science! They studied, they designed, they built, and they mastered challenging topics in addition to many other activities and daily classes. These students have demonstrated the discipline and dedication that gives us confidence that we’ve not met the leaders of tomorrow!:

DIVISION B

FIRST PLACE - HERITAGE JUNIOR HIGH

SECOND PLACE - IROQUOIS JUNIOR HIGH

THIRD PLACE - DAVIS JUNIOR HIGH
1st row: Seth, David, Jessica, Tiyoka, George, Anum 2nd row: Angelika, Justin, Raya, Nisha, Piasar 3rd row: Khlas, Jason, Gary, Mary Not pictured: Jatin

DIVISION C

FIRST PLACE - STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL

SECOND PLACE - EISENHOWER HIGH SCHOOL

THIRD PLACE - WARREN MOTT HIGH SCHOOL
Front Row: Brian Beloch, Sushrut Dhep, Suneet Dhep, Jacob Kichabah, Kristen Oswe, Sara Patel, Robert Rames 2nd Row: Jacob Greger, Donnall Glode, Megan Davis, Ryan Patel, Carl Jacobs 3rd Row: Megan Lubo, Josh Brooks, John Wostab, George Sevog, Derek Rames, Elijah Wu, Kevin Pat

FOURTH PLACE - DAKOTA HIGH SCHOOL
Front Row: Brian Beloch, Sushrut Dhep, Suneet Dhep, Jacob Kichabah, Kristen Oswe, Sara Patel, Robert Rames 2nd Row: Jacob Greger, Donnall Glode, Megan Davis, Ryan Patel, Carl Jacobs 3rd Row: Megan Lubo, Josh Brooks, John Wostab, George Sevog, Derek Rames, Elijah Wu, Kevin Patn

FIFTH PLACE - MALOW JUNIOR HIGH

FIFTH PLACE - MARINE CITY HIGH SCHOOL
Top row: Denley Hendrie, Zach Arnold, Cole Showers, Robert Hendrie, Nic Flasher, Alex DAllan, Alex Schwiehler, Ryan McGlynn 2nd Row: Alina Kain, Jason Deon, Caleb Bradley, Karmaja Bonville, Alex Beza, Brandon Stockwell, Evan Jameson 2nd Row: Ally Beza, Angel Lusas, Sara Nicholas, Emma Bokas, Avery Gerikins, Sarah Robin Tzen, Ryan Path, Max Zerh, Abby Osterbach, Rachel May, Hannah Remat, Peter Dinnerr

Macomb Science Olympiad is possible because of the generous financial support of these great organizations: